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How we helped

Client need

Winklix builds a digital
platform for a global consulting 
company to help enterprises connect
to innovators 

One of the Big 4 consulting firms wanted to build an intuitive platform that could assist its
advisory support team to find top relevant startups for enterprises, discover specific business
problems each startup can solve, and search by startups, and innovation categories.

Find relevant startups that could help enterprises solve specific innovation gaps 

Developed a digital platform that identified relevant startups

We built a platform integrated with data sources residing in innovation discovery platforms such
as Crunchbase.

           We leveraged Mule platform and connectors to load data related to startups from third-party        

           providers into the applications's NoSQL Mongo database.

           We provided algorithms for content curation and recommendations considering partners' 

business                 interests along with the content classification.

           We designed an intuitive user interface for performing effective search of innovator ecosystems  

               based on multiple search parameters and partner profiles.
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One of the Big 4 consulting firms wanted to build an intuitive platform that could assist its
advisory support team to find top relevant startups for enterprises, discover specific business
problems each startup can solve, and search by startups, and innovation categories.

About Winklix

Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised solution 

worldwide. As a application development and maintenance company with over 350+ software 

engineers having industry specific knowledge which derives them in delivering A-graded solutions to 

enterprises.

A wider and faster reach in the innovation ecosystem 

Tools and Technologies

A wider and faster reach in the innovation ecosystem 

The digital platform provided access to a marketplace-curated ecosystem of vetted innovators 

which the client could use to reach out to an innovation partner and address the gaps in an 

enterprise’s critical initiative or growth plan.

The platform assists the client’s advisor support team to establish stronger relationships

between enterprises and start-ups. 

Mule 

MongoDB

Angular 

Spring 

Activiti 

REST 

HTML5

Bootstrap

Yeoman 
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